1. Definitions and notation. A Markov process is defined to be a quadruple (X, 2, u, P) where (X, 2, pt) is a o-hnite measure space with positive measure u and where P is an operator on Lx(pt) satisfying (i) P is a contraction: ||p|| _1. (ii) P is positive; if 0^uELx (u) then mPSiO. The operator adjoint to P is defined on La(jj.). It will also be denoted by P but will be written to the left of its variable. Thus (uP,f) = (u, Pf) for uELx(p.),
/GL"(m)-
The operator P acts on the space of the signed measures absolutely continuous with respect to u in the following form:
(1.1) \P(A) = I PlA(x)\(dx) where A -< ll.
Equation (1.1) will occasionally be used forrr-finite positive measures. The operator P is called ergodic if:
(1.2) PU = U=>u(A) = 0 or ll(A°) = 0.
The operator P is said to be conservative if:
(1.3) u(A) > 0 => 2 P"1a(x) = co a.e.
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Throughout this paper, P is assumed to be an ergodic and conservative operator, and n is assumed to be an invariant measure (i.e., MP=M)-It is well known that ||P/||i^||P|/|||i = j P\f\u(dx) = J \f\uP(dx)
hence P and its adjoint are both contractions on Lx(jjl). Thus by the Riesz Convexity Theorem the operator P and its adjoint are contractions on Lp(p.) for every 1 ^p ^ °o .
Let us consider P as an operator on L2(u); we denote (1.4) K = {f\ fEL2(u), \\p"f\\2 = \\p*»f\\2 = ||/||2, V«}, (1.5) Si = the o--field generated by sets A with lA E K.
In [l, Chapter VIII] the following results are proved: (a) K is invariant under P and P*, and P restricted to A is a unitary operator.
(b) If / ±K then weak lim P"/ = weak lim P*w/=0. Definition.
(A, S, u, P) is said to be a Harris process if Qn>0 for some integer n.
Throughout this section P is assumed to be a Harris process and p. is assumed to be a probability measure, that means pt(X) = 1. Theorem D of [l, Chapter V] says that if P is a Harris process then Si is an atomic field. Let IF be an atom then Si = { WUPW^J ■ ■ ■ KJPd~1W} and PdW= W, because of the assumption that P is ergodic and conservative. The integer d is called the order of the process.
Let S be the projection on K, defined in (1.4):
Since K is invariant under P and P* and Pdf = P**f=f for all/GA:
Hence for a\\fELv(p) we have P"(I -S)f converges weakly to 0 for all l$p^<*>, because Lp(ji)EL2(p.) if 2gp^co, and L2(p.) is dense in Lp(ji) if 1^£^2 ((7-5)/ is orthogonal to K). By Theorem E, Chapter V of [l] we have:
Rnl(x)->0 and R*l(x)->0 a.e.
n-^oo n-»co Let us consider P as a mapping from Lp(u) into Lq(p.) (p^q). We denote by ||-||P,8 the norm of this operator. Proof. Let us first assume that p= <*>, and then for all ||/||oo = l we have, for any lSg<co: if and only if it converges in measure, hence Ce(TBa) is a compact set in Lq(n) for all 1 ^q< oo, and T is a compact operator from La(p.) into Lq(u). In a similar way it can be shown that also T* is a compact operator from Lx(pt) into As(/i) (l^g< oo). Now let us assume 5 = 1, Kp< oo. Let {/"} ELp(jj.) be a sequence that converges weakly to 0 in Lp(pt). Let us define the sequence gn(x) =sgn Tf"(x), then we have \\Tfn\\i = j Tfn-gnu(dx) = j fn ■ T* gnlx(dx).
By the former result {T*gn} is a compact set in Lr(ji), where 1/r + l/p = l, because ||gn||" = L There is no loss of generality in assuming that the sequence { T*gn} converges in Lr(u), say to g. Hence II Zy»||i = Jfn-gy(dx) + jfn(T*gn -g)n(dx) S(fn,g) + \\fn\\A\T*gn-g\\r and both expressions of the right side tend to 0, the first because {/"} converges weakly to 0 in Lp(p.), and the second because and for all 1 ^p< oo .According to Lemma 2.1, foralle>0, we have for sufficiently large k,||Rk||«,,, ^e where 1 ^q< °°.
Hence for each fEL"(jx): \\Pk(Pn-PnS)f\\t£\\Qt(P»-P"S)f\\q +||Pt(Pn -P"5)/||9. The first expression in right side tends to zero, because Qk is a compact operator from Lx(ji) to Lq(u), while the second is less than e-||/||ff. Hence (2.6) || (P» -PnS)f\\, -^ 0 for all 1 ^ q < oo .
But Lw(u) is dense in Lq(p), hence (2.6) is true for each fELq(pt).
On the other hand we have ||(P» -P-5)P*/||, ^ H^/IU + ||(P" -P"S)Qkf\\q.
For all 1^3<p^ °°, we have for all e>0 and for sufficiently large k, \\MP,^-. Let us denote Pp= {/I IL/1Ip=T }■ Hence for each fEBp we have ||(P"-P"S)P*/||9^||(P"-P»SW||g+e.
But C1(<2*PP) is a compact set is Lq(li), hence ||P"(7 -5)g||, where g = Qkf is a monotone sequence of real functions defined on the compact set C\(QkBp), and converges to 0. By Dini's Theorem this sequence converges uniformly; that means, for every e>0 we have for sufficiently large re for all fEBp:
\\P"-PnS)Qkf\\^e.
Hence for re and k sufficiently large we have for all fEBp:
||(P»+*-P"+*S)/j|g^2e. In other words, II pn _ P»5|| ->Q.
3. Strong ergodic theorems for special cases. Let (X, 2, u, P) be any Markov process as defined in § 1. Let us define:
It can be shown (see [l] ) that 2* is a field, and in the case that u is finite we have oe (3.2) Si = D PnSd.
In the case that p. is infinite and fl"_i P"2d is an atomic field, 2i = 0. If the operator P is induced to be the pointwise transformation T then 2d=2, denote 2" = P-»2 and then n""=0 P»2d = PC, 2".
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.1. Let P be induced by the pointwise transformation T and Si= {A, 0 } (and hence a is finite, assume m(A) = 1), let p-<ju be any probability measure, then (3.3) I|kP»-m||->0.
Proof. Let u=dv/dp.. Let us first assume that the function u is bounded. Then we have in the later case. Remark. Theorem 3.2 in the case that the measure p. is finite, was proved, by different methods, in [3] . The proof fails in the case that the measure p. is infinite.
